
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of engagement associate. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for engagement associate

Activate Scientific Engagement strategies in NA in partnership with the
marketing teams across NA
Partner with Global GSE leader to support thought leadership initiatives
aligned with Global mass and speciality BEAUTY priorities
Work with BEAUTY SE leaders to implement strategies for NA BEAUTY
scientific engagement to achieve organizational objectives
Serve as a resource and subject matter expert as directed at local advisory
and congress activities as needed
Work with other BEAUTY SE parnters to design, development and implement
programs related to educational, promotional and reporting materials for
products related to clinical trials, solicited and non-solicited studies,
publications, Management of budget, contract negotiation and oversight of
vendor activities in the region
Manage the plans of Scientific Engagement- BEAUTY programs, including
identification of critical paths, budget development and tracking of all
projects
Maintain relationship with key BEAUTY opinion leaders and professional
associations across NA, manage Advisory Boards, Expert Panels and
Speakers’ Panels
Mentor PharmD students and interns on rotation and define appropriate
projects and timelines by establishing accountability for assignments, through
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Provide trainings for key internal and external stakeholders including sales
strategy team, sales force, marketing, retailers
Ensures compliances with HCC and legal guidelines

Qualifications for engagement associate

Inspire creativity with the creative team (simplifying things and honing in on
key insights)
Must have a good sense of editorial planning to be able to identify and plan
against ongoing themes and know how to tie new stories back to those
central themes
Must be an expert storyteller, fluent in building the necessary narrative
elements, as much of the job is identifying the real story beneath the existing
content
Familiarity with climate and/or environmental issues strongly desired but not
required
Experience in presenting, communicating and engaging relevant stakeholders
(Alumni, Staff, students)
Experience in alumni relations or sales/marketing/customer-focused roles


